
You never know what will happen

You never know what will happen
I hadn't any idea and then along came this

Von Jared_Padalecki

Kapitel 1: 351) Is that supposed to be a compliment?

He knew from the start that it was a bad idea – how could it have been not? - but what
he didn't know was how bad his idea actually was. Kylar had planned to sneak in,
something which was no problem for him after years of training under Durzo Blint,
but with the ka'kari it was a joke. At least it should have been, right? The part which
could turn into a problem was finding the thing Durzo was hiding.

Blinking Kylar found himself in some kind of spiderweb with absolutely no
explanation how he ended there. One moment he was climbing through a window
which seemed absolutely safe – hell he had tested it for traps! - and the next he did a
very impressive imitation of a human fly. Dammit!

That was just not fair, he just wanted to know what Durzo was hiding from him. And
he knew how childish he sounded but he no longer cared. He was desperate.

For weeks he caught glimpses of a tiny package which Durzo always kept by his side.
That is until now. He had gone out without it, of that Kylar was sure.

With very cautious movements he tried to free himself of the spiderweb. Huh? What
was-? Oh shit! Using more speed than a human being is able to he dropped to the
floor. But still he felt something sharp, most likely a dagger, hitting his cheek.

As he looked up he saw his master gazing down on him. “Something you want?” Of
course the old bastard knew exactly what it was that he wanted. And his failure
clearly amused him.

Patting his head Durzo smirked. “You nearly got it.” Should he smile proudly or say
'fuck you!' ? But before he could make up his mind Durzo went to the drawer which
only was out of Kylar's reach, and took the package out. “In a few days, future
birthday boy.” And with that he left Kylar lying on the the dust covered floor.

'I nearly got it...'
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